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CLOSED 'TIL SPRING. The Educational
Memorabilia Center will be closed during January,
February and early March. Regular \\"eekend visitation
hours will resume March 19.
Weekday tours of the "Little Red Schoolhouse" may
still be scheduled during the winter months by calling
the College of Education. 372-0151.
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STATUS OF WOMEN TO BE REVIEWED. The
report of the Steering Committee o~ the ~tatus. of
Women and Minorities will be the topic for d1SCUSS1on
at a Women's Caucus "brown bag lunch" from 11:30
a.m. to I p.m. Wednesday (Jan. 19) in 123 West Hall
Suzanne Crawford, affirmative action, will lead the
program, which will include a summary of the committee's findings.
All University women, including administrative and
classified staff. faculty and students, are encouraged to
attend.
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Datebook
Exhibits
Photographs by Russell McKnight,
through Jan. 26, McFall Center Gallery.
Gallery hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
weekdays and 2-5 p.m. weekends.
Environmental paintings by Cynthia
Bowers Fulton of Findlay, through Jan. 30,
Fine Arts Gallery, School of Art. Gallery
hours are 8:30 a~m. to 5 p.m. weekdays
and 2-5 p.m. weekends.

Monday, Jan. 1 7
''The Murderers Are Among Us,"
German film with English subtitles, 7:30
p.m., Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hall. Free.

Tuesday, Jan. 18

Frenchman Philippe Genty, who has won prizes around the globe for his
new dimensions in the ancient art of puppetry, will bring his company of
marionettes and puppeteers to the University on Wednesday (Jan. 19) a~
part of the University Artist Series. The company will perform at ~ p.m_. m
Kobacker Hall of the Moore Musical Arts Center. The free event 1s bemg
sponsored by the Cultural Events Committee.

Center's spring programs
help fight winter 'blahs'
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Registration will continue through
Jan. 28 for the Student Recreation
Center's series of special spring
programs.
Two five-week program sessions
will be offered during the semester,
with the first session to run Jan. 31
through March 4 and the second from
March 14 to April 22. The fee for most
programs, payable upon registration,
is $5.
The Rec Center office is open 9
am. to 5 p.m. weekdays to
accommodate those interested in
purchasing a spring semester
membership or enrolling in a special
program. Program registration
continues after 5 p.m. at the control
desk at the main entrance.
The spring offerings include a full
schedule of aquatics programs, with
learn-to-swim classes for all ages of
children and adults. All swim lessons
are held on Saturdays, beginning Jan.
29 and con:inuing through April 16. A
$5 fee is c. 1arged for each program.
The following classes are offered:
Waterbabies - 9:15-10 a.m., Club
Pool
Goldfish - 10:15-11 a.m., Club Pool
Pre-beginners - 11:15 a.m.-noon,
Club Pool
Beginners - 9:30-10:20 a.m.,
Cooper Pool
Advanced Beginners - 9:30-10:20
a.m., Cooper Pool
Intermediates - 9:30-10:20 a.m.,
Cooper Pool
Swimmers - 10:30-11:20 a.m.,
Cooper Pool
Diving - 10:30-11:20 a.m., Cooper
Pool
Also offered is an adult class for
beginning swimmers from 8-9 p.m.
Thursday in the Cooper Pool, as well
as classes in swimnastics, aqua
dynamics, skin diving, basic and
advanced scuba. Information on
those prograi:ns is available in the
Rec Center office.
The Rec Center also is attempting

to organize masters competitive
swimming for anyone age 25 or older,
and it will offer again a "swim and
stay fit program" for faculty and staff
who are interested in swimming for
physical fitness on their own time.
The facultylstaff noon fitness
program will continue during the
semester on Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, beginning Jan. 24. There is a
$30 fee for this course, which
includes Fitness and Sports
Physiology Laboratory pre- and posttests. An orientation meeting for
anyone interested in participating in
the noon program is scheduled at
noon Tuesday (Jan. 18) in the Hooley
Conference Room at the Rec Center.
Also to be offered during the
semester are the following special
programs:
Slimnastics: Session 1, Monday
and Wednesday, noon to 1 p.m., or
Tuesday and Thursday, 5-6 p.m.;
Session 2, Monday and Wednesday,
noon to 1 p.m., or Tuesday and
Thursday, 5-6 p.m.
Fit-For All: Session 1, Monday and
Wednesday, 4-4:45 p.m., or Tuesday
and Thursday, 4-4:45 p.m., or Monday
and Wednesday, 7-7:45 p.m.; Session
II, Monday and Wednesday, 4-4:45
p.m., or Monday and Wednesday,
7-7:45 p.m.
Jazz·lt-Up: Session I, Saturday, 11
a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Women's Weight Training: Session
I, Tuesday, 4-5:30 p.m.
Run and Lift: Session II, Tuesday
and Thursday, 6:30-8 p.m.
Weight Loss Workshop: Feb.
2-April 27, Wednesday or Thursday,
8-9:30 p.m.
Cross Country Skliing: Feb. 5, 12
and 19, 1-3 p.m. Cost SS, including ski
rental for all sessions
Self-Defense: Feb. 2, 9 and 16,
8-9:30 p.m.
A series of two-hour clinics on
racquetball, squash, platform tennis,
Nautilus and Universal equipment,
wally ball and cross country skiiing
also has been scheduled during the
semester. A schedule of all clinics is
available at the Rec Center. The fee
for each clinic is $2.

Library seminar for graduate students
on abstracting services, 4:30 p.m., Room
126, Jerome Library.
"Martin Luther King's Prophetic Vision
of Black America," a lecture by Dr. Molefi
Kele Asante, a professor of
communication at the State University of
New York at Amherst, 7 p.m., 203 Hayes
Hall.

Wednesday, January 19
Library seminar for graduate students
on citation indexing, 4:30 p.m., Room 126,
Jerome Library.
Basketball vs. Kent State, 8 p.m.,
Anderson Arena. For ticket information
contact the Memorial Hall ticket office.
"Compagnle Philippe Genty: Theatre of
Animation and of Marionettes," a program
sponsored by the Cultural Events
Committee as part of the Artist Series, 8
p.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center. Free.

Thursday, Jan. 20
Animation art sale and exhibit,
sponsored by UAO, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., Side
Door, University Union.
Library seminar on computer searching,
4:30 p.m. Room 126, Jerome Library. Open
only to those who have participated in the
first two sessions.

Friday, Jan. 21
Animation art sale and exhibit,
sponsored by UAO, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., Side
Door, University Union.
Pianist Ivan Moravec, Festival Series
performance, 8 p.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore

Musical Arts Center. For ticket
information call 372-0171.

Saturday, Jan. 22
"The Word Made Flesh," a one-man,
90-minute presentation depicting all four
gospel accounts in the New Testament, 7
p.m., Prout Chapel. Sponsored by the
Active Christians Today, the show will be
performed by Nashville actor Chip Arnold.
Free.
Master class with pianist Ivan Moravec,
10 a.m. to noon, Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center. Free.

Sunday, Jan. 23
Pianist Helen Lakofsky, faculty recital, 3
p.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center. Free.
Bowling Green Brass Quintet, 8 p.m .•
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center. Free.

Monday, Jan. 24
"The Captain of Kopeniek," German
film with English subtitles, 7:30 p.m., Gish
Film Theater, Hanna Hall. Free.
Fiction reading by Dr. Gordon Weaver,
prize-winning author from Oklahoma State
University, 8 p.m., 515 Life Sciences Bldg.
Free.

Monitor
Monitor is published weekly for
faculty and staff of Bowling Green
State University. The deadline for
submission of material for the next
issue, Monday, Jan. 24, Is 5 p.m.
Tuesday, Jan. 18.
Editor: Linda Swaisgood
Editorial Assistants: Betsy Blake and
Deborah Sehmook

Employment
Opportunities
CLASSIFIED EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
NEW VACANCIES
Posting Expiration Date: Monday, Jan. 24,

1983
1-25-1

Five parking spaces
reserved for visitors
Effective immediately, five parking
spaces in Lot 17 behind the University
Union and Shatzel Hall are being reserved for use by visitors only.
Signs will be posted in the spaces
indicating their reserved status. Any
faculty or staff who park in those
reserved areas will be towed.
Jean Yarnell, director of parking
and traffic, said the meters will be
maintained in those spaces and
visitors who park there will be
required to pay the meter rates but
will not have to obtain a visitors'
parking permit. The spaces are being
reserved specifically to accommodate
unannounced visitors who stay only
briefly on campus, she said.
Faculty and staff are reminded to
secure a visitors' parking permit from
the parking and traffic office for any
campus guests whose visit has been
previously arranged. The permits,
which are available at no charge,
entitle visitors to free parking in nonmetered visitor areas.

Clerk 1
Pay Range 2
College of Education/EDAS
Temporary part-time for three
months

1·25-2

Clerk 2
Pay Range 3
Math-Science Library
Temporary part-time to May 6,
1983

1-25-3

Custodial Worker
Pay Range 2
Technical Support Services

1-25-4

Laboratory Assistant
Pay Range 2
Biological Sciences
Permanent part-time
Grant-funded thru 11-85

1-2S:5

Stenographer 2
Pay Range 25
School of HPER/PEP Division
Nine-month full-time

1-25-6

Word Processing Specialist 2
Pay Range 26
University Placement Se!"o'.ices

1-25-7

Clerical Specialist
Pay Range 25
Financial Aid & Student
Employment

Faculty/Staff Positions
The following faculty positions have been authorized:
•
Management Assistant professor. Contact Chan Hahn (2-2946). Deadline: Jan. 31,

1983
Philosophy: Assistant professor (anticipated). Contact Donald Scherer (2-2119).
Deadline: Feb. 15, 1983

Alumni fund research
at undergraduate level
Investigative research, a university
activity traditionally linked with
graduate students and faculty, is
becoming more commonplace among
undergraduates at Bowling Green,
and the University's Alumni
Association and Parents Club have
undertaken support of some of that
research.
Eight undergraduates from six
different departments have been
awarded a total of $3,000 in the firstever Alumni Undergraduate Research
Awards Program. The students,
selected from among 18 applicants
who requested more than $7,700, are
receiving grants ranging from $200 to
$400 to support projects which
involve both basic and applied
research in the natural and social
sciences and in communications.
Larry Weiss, director of alumni
affairs, said the Undergraduate
Research Awards were initiated by
the Alumni Association and Parents
Club to encourage and reward
scholarly investigation at the
undergraduate level.
"The Association gives thousands
of dollars in scholarships each year,"
he said. "This long-standing interest
in assisting undergraduate students
led the board to consider, and
eventually provide, financial backing
for undergraduates who excel in
research."
The eight award recipients were
selected by a committee of five
faculty from four different colleges
based upon the quality and
significance of their projects and
personal qualifications. Each of the
recipients has completed a minimum
of 30 semester hours and has a
cumulative grade point average of 3.0
or better. All projects are being
sponsored by a participating
department and supervised by a
faculty advi!Eer.
A listing of the award recipients,
their faculty advisers and selected
projects follows.
Ann Cola, a senior speech and
hearing education major, is working
with Dr. Stephen Hood, speech
communication, studying the speech
patterns and variables in children
who are suspected to be, or have
been diagnosed as, "gifted and /or
talented."
Susan Nemeth, a senior
microbiology major, has selected a
project which will involve cloning a
genetic mutation in a strain of
bacteria and then studying the effects
of the mutation on that particular
strain. Her adviser is Dr. Doris Beck,
biological sciences.
Steven Mulhall, working with Dr.
Thomas Kinstle, chemistry, is
investigating specific properties of
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons,
known to cause cancer in both
laboratory animals and humans, by
synthesizing polycyclic hydrocarbon
substitutes that can be more easily
analyzed. He is a senior chemietry
major.
Susan Hojnacki, a senior
psychology major, is working with Dr.
Ryan Tweney, psychology, studying
the psychological processes involved
in scientific research - specifically
testing research which proposes that
scientists have a bias toward seeking
evidence which will confirm, rather
than disconfirm, their hypotheses.
Lisa McKay, a junior biology major,
is investigating how a parasite
normally found in horses but
sometimes transmitted to humans

reacts when induced into the body of
a guinea pig. Her research, under the
guidance of Dr. Francis Rabalais,
biological sciences, will help
determine if the guinea pig will be a
good model for the study of the
parasite and the cellular changes
associated with the infection it
causes in its host.
Senior Elizabeth (Bette) Monnot, a
chemistry major, is studying the
properties of curcumin, the major
component of the plant 'curcuma
longa' which has long been used in
the folk medicine of many East Indian
cultures. Her adviser is Dr. Vakura "
Srinivasan, chemistry.
Andrew E. Long is working with Dr.
Robert Boughton, physics and
astronomy, studying the electrons of
certain metals at temperatures near
absolute zero. ·A senior mathematics
and physics major, he is studying the
phenomenon of "energy gap" in
metals which become
"superconductors" at very low
temperatures.
Carroll E. Schmidt, a junior
technical communications major in
the English department, is creating· a
videotape documentary to raise
public awareness on the issue of
involuntary sterilization of the
mentally retarded. Both professional
specialists and involved families are
being interviewed for the
documentary, which is being
supervised by Dr. Laurence
Jankowski, journalism.
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Dr. Ken Kim, management, says quality circles have turned the Japanese
economy around and could meet with similar success in the United States.
Kim and Dr. Harold Lunde, management, will conduct a seminar on the quality
circle concept late this spring.

Quality circles
American businesses may learn from Japan

"Made in Japan" has fast been
losing its infamy sin.ce Japanese
corporations have discovered the
"quality circle," according to Dr. Ken
I. Kim, management.
Kim, who has spent the last several
years studying different approaches
to improving productivity in the
workplace, has been spreading the
word about Japan's success with
quality circles throughout the
Midwest, and he believes it will be
only a matter of time before American
firms catch on to what has turned
Japanese manufacturing almost
totally around.
Hamilton Jordan, White House
Kim describes the quality circle as
Chi~f of Staff during the Carter
of approximately 10 workers
a
group
Administration, will discuss "Until the
one
leader who study, identify,
and
Year 2000-What America Faces" at
solve
and
implement work-related
8 p.m. Monday (Jan. 31) in the Grand
problems
by
speaking "from
Ballroom of the University Union.
experience."
Sponsored by the University
''The assumption in Japanese
Activities Organization, there will be a
corporations
using quality circles is
50-cent admission charge.
that
the
worker
knows best," Kim
Jordan's rise to national
said, adding that their philosophy
prominence began in 1966 when he
seems to have paid off.
met Jimmy Carter and helped the
Georgia politician in his first race for
The need for improvement in the
governor.
quality of Japanese exports was
After helping Carter to the White
recognized after World War II when
House, Jordan beeame one of the
Japan discovered that its reputation
president's closest advisers. He was
for quality merchandise was low and
intimately involved in the major
that many companies were reporting
discussions of Carter's presidency,
both worker dissatisfaction and poor
both foreign and domestic.
productivity. Until that time, Kim said,
Jordan was personally responsible
the emphasis in Japan was on
for the negotiation of the Panama
efficiency - and the ability to massCanal treaties, dealing directly with
produce, even at the expense of
Panamanian leader General Omar
quality.
Torrijos.
But in 1962, Dr. Kaoru Ishikawa, a
Later, when the U.S. was looking
professor at the Tokyo Imperial
for a home for the deposed Shah of
University, began to emphasize the
Iran, Jordan was responsible for
importance of interaction with
persuading Panama to accept the
workers, and he convinced Japanese
Shah and also for convincing the
corporations that quality circles could
Shah to reside there.
solve many of their problems. Now
Jordan also played a key role in the Japan has about one million quality
important and super-sensitive
circles, and the result has been an
overwhelming improvement in the
negotiations to release American
quality of Japanese merchandise, Kim
hostages in Iran. He was also
instrumental in the Camp David
said.
Kim first. became interested in
peace process and was one of the
quality circles while working for a
few people who encouraged the
company in Korea. The firm was
president to hold the initial summit
having productivity problems, he
and later travel to the Middle East
explained, and it began to implement
when it looked as though the
· a very rudimentary form of the quality
negotiations might fall apart.
circle.
During his years in the White
"I got involved with people who had
House the Washington Post
been consulting with the industry,
described him as "the second most
attended conventions and researched
powerful man in this country."

Jordan to lecture
on country's future

t

reports from companies who had
adopted quality circles," Kim said.
In 1974 the Lockheed Corporation
became the first American company
to adopt the idea of the quality circle
after sending representatives to study
the idea in Japan. Since then, about
one thousand American firms have
established approximately 10,000
quality circles in this country.
Kim noted that while the quality of
some Japanese products, like
televisions, some small automobiles
and electronic devices, has surpassed
that of similar items made in the
United States, it is difficult to
compare the rate of success between
the two countries beeause of their
social and governmental structural
differences.
"While the U.S. values
independence among the government,
industries and various academia,
Japan values cooperation and
loyalty," he said. "When the
movement toward quality (in Japan}
first began, it was a national
movement involving government
officials and leaders of corporations
and universities. They launched an
ambitious program and the industries
responded favorably to this
government leadership."
With that kind of government
control, he explained, it was easier
for such a movement to occur than in
the United States where government
has a basic non-interference attitude
toward business.
But Kim said the United States
does have the potential to match
Japan's high standards of quality.
"American companies now know
that quality and efficiency are not two
different, contradictory ideas," he
said. "We are finding ways to
incorporate both.
"We'll catch up in quality in the
areas where we are behind Japan.
How long that will take will depend
on how cooperative the labor unions
are, how willing the managers are to
to take more of a long-term approach
and how much priority is placed on
quality over efficiency," Kim said.
This spring, Kim and Dr. Harold
Lunde, management, will present the
quality circle model to area firms
during a two-day seminar, to be
sponsored by the University's
Management Center.

WHEN IT SNOWS • • . Faculty and staff are
reminded that the decision to cancel classes in the
e\·ent of severe weather rests with the vice president for
academic affairs. who will communicate that decision
through the Office of Public Relations. Information on
class cancellations will be available from Campus Fact
Line (2-24451 and local radio and tele\•ision stations.
During extreme weather situations, until an
emergency is declared which necessitates that certain

support staff be excused from their jobs, all employees
arc expected to report for their . regular job
assignments, regardless of whether classes are being
held. When a .. weather emergency·' necessitates a
close-down of the entire Uni\•ersity, special announcments will be made via the local media or through a
campus communication network. The campus
operator (372-235 ll can also clarify the se\'erity of the
\\t'<Jlher situation.

Board of Trustees
for a four-year period, effective
A revision to the Academic Charter
October 1982.
which provides a vehicle for academic
He announced that preparations for
schools to separate from their
review by the North Central
respective colleges and gain
Association, the University
autonomous status was approved by
accrediting agency, are complete and
the Board of Trustees at its Jan. 14
that an accrediting team will visit the
meeting.
campus
during the week of April 18.
The charter revision, which was
Dr.
Ronald
Stoner, physics and
endorsed by the Faculty Senate
astronomy,
president
of the Faculty
nearly two years ago, also sets
Senate,
addressed
the
topic of faculty
governing policy for schools, which
salaries
during
his
report
to the
are defined as "an academic unit
board,
quoting
from
two
recent
press
which administers instruction
articles
which
note
that
faculty
research and service in a common
salaries have failed to keep pace with
but diverse disciplinary field or in
salaries in other areas during the
areas of professional specialization
past 10 years. Stoner said an article
or practice .. .lt is represented typically
from "Harper's" magazine states that
by at least one undergraduate degree
the
buying power of college
which is the responsibility of the
professors
decreased 21 percent from
faculty of the school."
1970-80_
and
added that in 1980-81
The new section of the charter
Bowling
Green
faculty salaries were
(Article XII) provides for schools to be
Faculty in the College of Education took advantage of the fall semester
1.5
percent
below
the average 8.7
either a part of the structure of a
to participate in· a four-Oay workshop on applications of computers in
break
percent
increase
in
Ohio
workers'
college or to function independently.
education
taught by colleagues Drs. Wi/fiam Speer and D. Thomas Hayes,
pay,
according
to
an
Associated
When a school's organized
educational
curriculum and instruction. Speer and Hayes have conducted
Press
news
story.
college, the director will report to the
similar workshops throughout the state for teachers and administrators and
Stoner also commented on he
dean of that college. In the case-Of an
viewed the semester break as an opportunity to introduce computer literacy to
financial exigency policy which the
independent school, the director will
Bowling Green's own faculty who, with further study, will be able to integrate
board may consider at its February
report directly to the vice president
meeting, noting that Bowling Green's
some computer instruction into their own classrooms.
for academic affairs.
proposed finanical exigency
The charter revision delineates the
document "recognizes the legal
responsibilities of the director of a
authority and responsibility of...the
school and includes procedures for
members
of the board of
the selection and evaluation of the
Trustees"
...
and at the same time tries
director, as well as a procedure for
to
"preserve
as much of an
recall.
atmosphere
of
academic freedom as
According to the charter revision,
explanation of the basic computer
Approximately 30 College of
possible
should
...financial exigency
the proposal to create an
hardware and peripheral equipment;
Education faculty spent a portion of
ever happen here."
autonomous school "may originate
dicussion of the philosophical
their semester break learning about
The board also heard a report from
with a group of faculty members or
computers during a four-day workshop questions concerning the role of
Dr. Glenn Daniels, instructional
with the administration."
computers in education and general
conducted by Ors. William Speer and
Following review by the appropriate media, on the services which the
society; demonstrations of the
D. Thomas Hayes, educational
Instructional Media Center offers
college council or councils, the
various ways computers can be used
curriculum and instruction.
faculty to help improve the quality of
respective dean, Academic Council
in the classroom; and "how to"
The workshop focused on
instruction and the level of learning
and the provost (vice president for
sessions
on the evalution of
educational uses of a microcomputer
at Bowling Green.
Academic Affairs), the presidentand
"canned,"
or commercial, software
and was offered to faculty on a credit
Board of Trustees will make a final
produced
for
educational uses.
or non-credit basis.
decision on whether a school will be
Sessions
included
a presentation
Most of the faculty who enrolled in
granted autonomous status.
on
the
word-processing
capabilities
the four-day program are involved in·
In presenting the charter
of
an
APPLE
microcomputer
by Dr.
the teacher-education methods
amendment to the trustees, President
Charlotte Scherer, acting director of
courses offered by the college, and
Olscamp and Dr. Karl Vogt, interim
the Clinical Laboratory, and a
both Speer and Hayes acknowledged
Graduate students seeking
vice president for academic affairs,
demonstration of the various
that
the
workshop
was
just
an
financial support for research and
said the revision has no cost
capabilities
of the University's mainorientation,
or
beginning,
for
most
of
other activities related to their degree
implications and creates no new
line
DEC
system
computer by Dr.
them.
program are reminded that they may
schools. Vogt said the primary .
educational
curriculum
Darrel
Fyffe,
The
whole
idea
was
to
give
them
find it helpful to visit the Research
advantages in allowing schools to
and instruction.
exposure to the utilization of a
Services Office in the Graduate
obtain autonomous status lie in
The workshop was in session Jan.
computer as an in.structional tool,
College
to
look
through
the
"Brown
recruiting and placement, which
3-6
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. and was
and to offer instruction at a time
Binder." The binder has been
sometimes are hampered by the
supplemented
with evening reading.
when they would be able to take the
developed by Judith Treesberg,
public's misconceptions about
"We
cannot
teach
the faculty
time to learn, Speer said. "We are
consultant to the research services
college affiliation.
everything
they
want
to know about
not trying to transform our faculty
staff, to help graduate students
In his report to the board, Olscamp
computers
in
four
days,"
Speer said,
into computer scientists, but Tom and
identify potential funding sources.
noted that the admissions office has
"but
appetites
have
been
whetted,
I both believe in the potential of
Graduate students are urged
received 5,225 applications for
~
and
that's
really
what
our
goal was.
computers, for teachers and for kids,
have a written description of their
freshman admission for fall semester
The
faculty
who
have
taken
the first
and the new avenues of creativity
project when they visit research
1983, a 12.8 percent decrease from
step
through
this
workshop
eventually
they open to us. We are trying to help
services, since a concisely worded
the same time last year.
will
be
able
to
integrate
some
our faculty become 'compUter
statement can go a long way toward
Olscamp said preliminary
instruction about the educational
literate.'••
facilitating
the
funding
search
headcount enrollment for spring
applications of computers into tileir
The workshop included an
process.
semester is 15,755 on the main
methods courses."
campus, 911 fewer than
corresponding preliminary numbers
for winter quarter 1982.
He noted that plans to computerize
operations in the Office of Financial
the body being a freestanding
Leo Navin, economics, and .
Academic Council is scheduled to
Aid and Student Employment are
committee; having three-year terms
undergraduate
·student
Karen
vote on its future status at its next
proceeding as announced late last
for faculty members (with appropriate
Washbush, has recommended to
meeting on Wednesday (Jan. 26).
semester, and he told the board that
exceptions
for senate representations);
council that a faculty member be
At the Jan. 12 meeting, members of
the College of Education's teacher
having
ex-officio
status and full
elected as chair, that the vice
education programs have received full the Subcommittee on the Role and
voting
rights
for
deans;
keepiAg
president for academic affairs be the
Function of Academic Council were
approval of the State Board of
Academic
Council's
functions
as
permanent vice chair, that there be a
asked by Interim Vice President for
Education following six years of
outlined
in
Section
5
of
the
Academic
Academic Affairs Karl Vogt to prepare provision for adding faculty from the
curriculum revision and one year of
Charter; and allowing a three-fifths
larger colleges and that council be a
a·final proposal on the role of council
program review in response to new
override vote by Faculty Senate of
freestanding committee as opposed
for action at the Jan. 26 meeting.
state standards for preparation of
Academic Council's
to a Faculty Senate committee, with
teachers. Dr. Sandra Packard, dean of Vogt's request followed a lengthy
recommendations. Council members
the senate being granted a threediscussion of the subcommittee's
the College of Education, later
were
opposed to adding more faculty
fifths override vote on any Academic
recommendations.
reported to the board on the state
representatives
and were opposed to
Council recommendation.
The subcommittee, including Ors.
evaluation.
having
a
faculty
member as chair.
Following discussion, a "straw
Kendall Baker, arts and sciences,
Olscarrip also reported that the
vote" was taken on each of the
Richard Bowers, health, physical
School of Technology has been
subcommittee's recommendations,
education
and
recreation,
Melvin
accredited by the National
revealing that council l'T!embers favor
Hyman,
speech
communication,
and
Association of Industrial Technology

Teachers become students
during computer workshop

Research office has
graduate services

Academic Council

PUT IT IN WRITING. MONITOR is continuing to
accept "opinions to the editor" from faculty, classified
and administrati\'e staff for publication in a
·-commentary" section the last Monday of each month.
T~o~ghtful pieces on any issue facing the University
are tn\·1ted. All commentaries submitted.must be signed, typed and double-spaced. Those which introduce a

Faculty input sought
as charter revision begins
A timetable ha~ bee~ set a!1~ work
has begun ~n completing rev1s1ons to
the Aca_dem1c Charter as requested
by President Olscamp l_ast fall.
Dr: Betty van ~er Sm1ssen, h~alth,
phys!cal education <_1nd rec~eat1on,
who 1s the curre~t v1c~ ~hair of
Facult_y Senat~, 1s c_hamng the
committee _w_h1ch will oversee the
charter rev1s1on, scheduled to be
complet~d by the end of the current
academic year.
. .
Currently under study are revisions
r~o~mende~ by Olsca~p, who has
h1ghl1ghted his sugg_est1ons and
reasons for change in several
addresses to the faculty and the
Faculty Se~a_te. Olscamp has
proposed g1vmg the faculty. through
the Faculty Senate, the primary
responsibility for academic programs
at the University; placing all terms
and conditions for employment into a
single Faculty Handbook, and
incorporating all University policies
and procedures into a manual
separate from the official University
governance document.
Copies of the president's proposed
charter revision, including a summary
of the changes and a cover letter
which explains the intent of the
revisions, are available from any
Faculty $enator or from the
department chair in those
departments which are not directly
represented by a senator. A copy also
is on reserve in the Jerome Library.
In addition to van der Smissen, the
committee which will have primary
responsibility for the charter revision
includes Joanne Martin-Reynolds,
educational curriculum and
instruction; Dr. Jack Greene
psychology; Dr. Harvey Donl~y.
accounting and MIS; Dr. Shirley
Langham-Johnson, educational
foundations and inquiry; Marilynn
Wentland, speech communication; Dr.
John Bentley, music performance
studies; Evron Collins, library; Dr.
Ronald Olsen, Firelands; Everett
Gallagher, undergraduate student,
and Karen Aldred, graduate student.
The members of that committee are
working closely with two charter
revision subcommittees on academic
programs and the faculty handbook
to complete their task.

The academic programs
subcommittee has been charged with
studying charter revisions involving
~pproval of academic programs,
including the functions of Academic
Council, the Academic Policies
Committee of the Faculty Senate and
the Graduate Council. Members of
that subcommittee include or·. Audrey
Rentz, college student per:;;onnel,
chair; Dr. Park Leathers, accounting
and MIS; Dr. Vincent Corrigan, music
composition and history; Dr. Denise
Trauth, speech communication; Dr.
Melvin Hyman, speech
communication; Dr. Dennis
Lytle, business education; Karen
Washbush, undergraduate student.
and Beverly Baker, graduate student.

Florence Baird
dies in California

The forums, hearings and senate
discussions will take place during a
six-week period, van der Smissen
said, with the senate to vote on a
final document at its April 5 meeting.

Florence E. Baird, 82, a professor
emeritus of romance languages, died
Jan. 15 in Los Angeles.
She joined the Bowling Green
faculty in 1925, retiring in 1969, and
held degrees from both Bowling
Green and Ohio State universities.

The Faculty Handbook
Subcommittee is charged with
considering revisions which relate to
!acuity ~mployment, the suggested
mtegrat1on of those items into a .
Faculty Handbook and the process
for modification of the conditions
related to employment. That group is
chaired by Dr. Alice Heim
Calderonello, En~li~h, and includes
Dr. Wallace Terw1lhger, mathematics
and statistics; Dr. Roman Carek,
counseling and career development;
Dr. Roger Anderson, political science;
Dorothy Luedtke, health, physical
education and recreation, and Dr.
Ramona Cormier, associate provost.
Encouraging faculty to be active
participants in the charter revision
process, van der Smissen said faculty
are being asked to study Olscamp's
re~ommendations and to submit
wntten comments on the charter or
proposals for revision to any of the
c_ommittee or subcommittee members
hsted above or to any Faculty
Senator.
.

new topic for campus dialogue should be limited to the
range of 500-800 words. Opinions submitted in
response to a topic previously introduced must be
limited to the range of 350 words.
The deadline to submit entries for each month's
"Commentary" section is 5 p.m. on the 15th of that
month.

Faculty & Staff
Publications

Grants

Dr. Leslie J. Chamberlin, educational
administration and supervision, "The
Dawn of Robotation," an article in the
November/December 1982 issue of
"School and Community."

Dr. William B. Jackson, environmental
research and services, $2,100 from the
Roche Chemical Division to test
compounds as rodenticides. He also
received $6,462 from the Velsicol
Chemical Corporation to continue testing
a rodenticide.

Dr. Ray Laakaniemi, journalism.
"Electronic Newspaper Part Two:
Computer Retrieval Comes to the Small
Daily. Newspaper." an article in the July
1982 issue ot "Newspaper Research
Journal."
Dr_ John G. Merriam, political science
"Egypt Under Mubarak," an article in th~
January 1983 issue of "Current History," a
world affairs journal which for that month
is devoted to the Middle East, 1983.
Barbara J. O'Keefe and Dr. Pamela J.
Benoit, speech communication,
"Children's Arguments," in "Advances in
Argumentation Theory and Research "
edited by J. Robert Cox and Charles '
Arthur Willard and published by Southern
Illinois University Press, 1982.
Deborah Townsend, speech
communication, "Audiology in the
Educational Setting," in "Topics in
Childhood Communication Disorders,"
Vol. 1, 1982.
Dr. Doris Williams, home economics
"Parents and Education," a collegial t~xt
accepted for publication by Humanics
Press.

Recognitions
Mickey Cochrane, health, physical
education and recreation, received the
Medallion Service Award from NCAA in
December for contributions to lacrosse
while on the NCAA lacrosse committee
from 1975-82.
Dr. M. Lee Goddard, business
education, received the Distinguished
Service Award at the December meeting of
the Accrediting Commission of the
Association of Independent Colleges and
Schools. He also was re-elected to a
three-year term on the commission.

Faculty will have additional
opportunity for input in the revision
process at a series of open faculty
forums to be scheduled in late
February and early March and at
hearings on actual proposals for
Joan Gordon, WBGU-TV, has been
revision, both of which will be held
reappointed to the Ohio Educational
during the weeks when Faculty
Television Network Commission. She was
. orginally appointed to the commission in
Senate is actively discussing the
charter. Senate is expected to receive 1976 to fulfill an unexpired term and was
appointed to her first full term in 1978.
a proposal for charter revision at its
March 1 meeting.

Following senate approval of a
revised charter, the document will be
submitted for full faculty approval in
mid- to late-April. If approved, the
charter will be presented to the Board
of Trustees at its May meeting.

Opportunities in Cooperative Education
. T_he following positions are available to graduate and undergraduate students (as
indicated) through the cooperative education program.
Faculty_~nd staff who know of students who might be qualified and interested in
these P~~1t1ons '."re urged to refer those students to cooperative education. 372-2451.
The pos1t1ons will i:>e posted in _MONITOR on a monthly basis in an attempt to
encourage fac;ulty involvement in the cooperative education program.
Start Date
Organization
Major
Summer
Env. Studies
Northeastern Ohio Park
Biology & Geology (UG)
All Majors (UG)
Summer
Recreational Facility in Florida
Education Majors (UG)
Summer, Fall
Recreation Center in Cincinnati
Computer Science (UG (G)
Summer
Amherst Corporation
Summer, Fall
Banking Equipment Manufacturer Technical Writer (UG) (G)
Summer, Fall
Large Industry Man1.1facturing Co. Computer Science (UG)
Accounting & Computer Science
Northwest Ohio Company
(UG)
Summer
Computer Science (UG)
Summer, Fall
Large Rochester Corporation
Retail Majors (UGJ
Summer
Part-Time Retail Sales in Toledo
Electronic Technology (UG) (G) Summer
Public Utility in Mansfield

HPER sponsors
aquatics clinic
An internationally known clinician
will conduct an adapted aquatics
workshop on campus March 18, 19
and 20.
Sponsored by the School of Health,
Physical Education and Recreation
and coordinated by.Tom Stubbs
athletics, and Delores Black, he~lth,
physical education and recreation
'
the three-day workshop will be
directed by Louise Priest, executive
director of the Council for National
Cooperation in Aquatics. Priest
developed the "Adapted Aquatics"
text used by the American Red Cross.
Faculty and staff are invited to
register now for the sessions, which
will lead to certification as an
adapted aquatics instructor. Those
who_ ~articipate must be currently
certified as a water safety instructor
(WSI) or basic swimming instructor or
hold YMCA certification in the area of
55 or above.
For further information contact
Stubbs at the Student Recreation
Center (372-2711).

Beryl Smith, financial aid and student
employment. $19.849, the University's
summer-fall 1982-83 supplement for the
Ohio Instructional Grant program which
provides grants exclusively to students
from low and moderate income families.
Dr. Eldon Snyder, sociology, $2,986 from
the American Heart Association to
analyze the psychosocial factors
associated with adherence to an adult
fitness program and help determine why
some individuals prefer sedentary
lifestyles and others decide to become
ph~s!cally active, and lo assess why some
md1v1duals adhere to vigorous exercise
programs once they are adopted while
others discontinue them.

Presentations
Dr. Pamela Benoit, speech
communication. presented a paper on
"The Naive Social Actor's Concept of
Argument" at the national convention of
the Speech Communication Association i:i
Louisville in November.
She also presented "SCA Seminar
Series: Argument in Interpersonal
Settings" at the convention.
Dr. Beth Casey, Center for Educational
Options, moderated a panel discussion,
··Modern literary Theory and Institutional
Practice," at the Modern Language
.
Association convention in Los Angeles on
Dec. 29.
Dr. Steven Hood, speech
communication, presented a paper on
"Stuttering Therapy for the School Aged
Stutterer" at the Milwaukee Teacher's
Education Association Convention in
Milwaukee, Wis., Nov. 4.
Dr. Kathleen Howard-Merriam and Dr.
John G. Merriam, political science.
individually presented ··income Generation
Policies for Rural Moroccan Women" and
"Labor Displacement and Moroccan Rural
Development: A Comparative Analysis,'' at
the Middle East Economic Association
meeting in New York City Dec. 28-30.
Both also participated in the
lntern~tional Oil Conference sponsored by
the Middle East Economic Association.
Dr. Sooja Kim, home economics, and
graduate student Nancy Caldwell jointly
presented a thesis research paper on
"'Food Consumption Practices of
Independent-Living Elderly" at the
Gerontological Society of America's 35th
annual scientific meeting Nov. 19-23 in
Boston.
Dr. Briant H. Lee, speech
communication, conducted a workshop
'
..Getting Started in
Empirical/Behavioral/Experimental
Research in Theater," at the Region Ill
East. American College Theatre Festival
Jan. 8 at Indiana University, South Bend.
Dr. Terry Parsons, Student Recreation
Center, presented "Teaching Update:
Physical Education. 1982" at the
Northwest Ohio Education Association inservice day Oct. 18. He also gave a
presentation on "What Research Tells The
Coach" at the Wood County Non-Teaching
Coachs' Workshop in August.
Dr. Maurice Sevigny, art. has been
appointed a reviewer for a new
professional journal to be published by
the Un•ted States Society for Education
through Art. The journal will be dedicated
to the study of multi-cultural and crosscultural research in art education.
Sevigny's term as reviewer will extend for
three years.

WHEN IT SNOWS • • . Faculty and staff are
reminded that the decision to cancel classes in the
e\·ent of severe weather rests with the vice president for
academic affairs. who will communicate that decision
through the Office of Public Relations. Information on
class cancellations will be available from Campus Fact
Line (2-24451 and local radio and tele\•ision stations.
During extreme weather situations, until an
emergency is declared which necessitates that certain

support staff be excused from their jobs, all employees
arc expected to report for their . regular job
assignments, regardless of whether classes are being
held. When a .. weather emergency·' necessitates a
close-down of the entire Uni\•ersity, special announcments will be made via the local media or through a
campus communication network. The campus
operator (372-235 ll can also clarify the se\'erity of the
\\t'<Jlher situation.

Board of Trustees
for a four-year period, effective
A revision to the Academic Charter
October 1982.
which provides a vehicle for academic
He announced that preparations for
schools to separate from their
review by the North Central
respective colleges and gain
Association, the University
autonomous status was approved by
accrediting agency, are complete and
the Board of Trustees at its Jan. 14
that an accrediting team will visit the
meeting.
campus
during the week of April 18.
The charter revision, which was
Dr.
Ronald
Stoner, physics and
endorsed by the Faculty Senate
astronomy,
president
of the Faculty
nearly two years ago, also sets
Senate,
addressed
the
topic of faculty
governing policy for schools, which
salaries
during
his
report
to the
are defined as "an academic unit
board,
quoting
from
two
recent
press
which administers instruction
articles
which
note
that
faculty
research and service in a common
salaries have failed to keep pace with
but diverse disciplinary field or in
salaries in other areas during the
areas of professional specialization
past 10 years. Stoner said an article
or practice .. .lt is represented typically
from "Harper's" magazine states that
by at least one undergraduate degree
the
buying power of college
which is the responsibility of the
professors
decreased 21 percent from
faculty of the school."
1970-80_
and
added that in 1980-81
The new section of the charter
Bowling
Green
faculty salaries were
(Article XII) provides for schools to be
Faculty in the College of Education took advantage of the fall semester
1.5
percent
below
the average 8.7
either a part of the structure of a
to participate in· a four-Oay workshop on applications of computers in
break
percent
increase
in
Ohio
workers'
college or to function independently.
education
taught by colleagues Drs. Wi/fiam Speer and D. Thomas Hayes,
pay,
according
to
an
Associated
When a school's organized
educational
curriculum and instruction. Speer and Hayes have conducted
Press
news
story.
college, the director will report to the
similar workshops throughout the state for teachers and administrators and
Stoner also commented on he
dean of that college. In the case-Of an
viewed the semester break as an opportunity to introduce computer literacy to
financial exigency policy which the
independent school, the director will
Bowling Green's own faculty who, with further study, will be able to integrate
board may consider at its February
report directly to the vice president
meeting, noting that Bowling Green's
some computer instruction into their own classrooms.
for academic affairs.
proposed finanical exigency
The charter revision delineates the
document "recognizes the legal
responsibilities of the director of a
authority and responsibility of...the
school and includes procedures for
members
of the board of
the selection and evaluation of the
Trustees"
...
and at the same time tries
director, as well as a procedure for
to
"preserve
as much of an
recall.
atmosphere
of
academic freedom as
According to the charter revision,
explanation of the basic computer
Approximately 30 College of
possible
should
...financial exigency
the proposal to create an
hardware and peripheral equipment;
Education faculty spent a portion of
ever happen here."
autonomous school "may originate
dicussion of the philosophical
their semester break learning about
The board also heard a report from
with a group of faculty members or
computers during a four-day workshop questions concerning the role of
Dr. Glenn Daniels, instructional
with the administration."
computers in education and general
conducted by Ors. William Speer and
Following review by the appropriate media, on the services which the
society; demonstrations of the
D. Thomas Hayes, educational
Instructional Media Center offers
college council or councils, the
various ways computers can be used
curriculum and instruction.
faculty to help improve the quality of
respective dean, Academic Council
in the classroom; and "how to"
The workshop focused on
instruction and the level of learning
and the provost (vice president for
sessions
on the evalution of
educational uses of a microcomputer
at Bowling Green.
Academic Affairs), the presidentand
"canned,"
or commercial, software
and was offered to faculty on a credit
Board of Trustees will make a final
produced
for
educational uses.
or non-credit basis.
decision on whether a school will be
Sessions
included
a presentation
Most of the faculty who enrolled in
granted autonomous status.
on
the
word-processing
capabilities
the four-day program are involved in·
In presenting the charter
of
an
APPLE
microcomputer
by Dr.
the teacher-education methods
amendment to the trustees, President
Charlotte Scherer, acting director of
courses offered by the college, and
Olscamp and Dr. Karl Vogt, interim
the Clinical Laboratory, and a
both Speer and Hayes acknowledged
Graduate students seeking
vice president for academic affairs,
demonstration of the various
that
the
workshop
was
just
an
financial support for research and
said the revision has no cost
capabilities
of the University's mainorientation,
or
beginning,
for
most
of
other activities related to their degree
implications and creates no new
line
DEC
system
computer by Dr.
them.
program are reminded that they may
schools. Vogt said the primary .
educational
curriculum
Darrel
Fyffe,
The
whole
idea
was
to
give
them
find it helpful to visit the Research
advantages in allowing schools to
and instruction.
exposure to the utilization of a
Services Office in the Graduate
obtain autonomous status lie in
The workshop was in session Jan.
computer as an in.structional tool,
College
to
look
through
the
"Brown
recruiting and placement, which
3-6
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. and was
and to offer instruction at a time
Binder." The binder has been
sometimes are hampered by the
supplemented
with evening reading.
when they would be able to take the
developed by Judith Treesberg,
public's misconceptions about
"We
cannot
teach
the faculty
time to learn, Speer said. "We are
consultant to the research services
college affiliation.
everything
they
want
to know about
not trying to transform our faculty
staff, to help graduate students
In his report to the board, Olscamp
computers
in
four
days,"
Speer said,
into computer scientists, but Tom and
identify potential funding sources.
noted that the admissions office has
"but
appetites
have
been
whetted,
I both believe in the potential of
Graduate students are urged
received 5,225 applications for
~
and
that's
really
what
our
goal was.
computers, for teachers and for kids,
have a written description of their
freshman admission for fall semester
The
faculty
who
have
taken
the first
and the new avenues of creativity
project when they visit research
1983, a 12.8 percent decrease from
step
through
this
workshop
eventually
they open to us. We are trying to help
services, since a concisely worded
the same time last year.
will
be
able
to
integrate
some
our faculty become 'compUter
statement can go a long way toward
Olscamp said preliminary
instruction about the educational
literate.'••
facilitating
the
funding
search
headcount enrollment for spring
applications of computers into tileir
The workshop included an
process.
semester is 15,755 on the main
methods courses."
campus, 911 fewer than
corresponding preliminary numbers
for winter quarter 1982.
He noted that plans to computerize
operations in the Office of Financial
the body being a freestanding
Leo Navin, economics, and .
Academic Council is scheduled to
Aid and Student Employment are
committee; having three-year terms
undergraduate
·student
Karen
vote on its future status at its next
proceeding as announced late last
for faculty members (with appropriate
Washbush, has recommended to
meeting on Wednesday (Jan. 26).
semester, and he told the board that
exceptions
for senate representations);
council that a faculty member be
At the Jan. 12 meeting, members of
the College of Education's teacher
having
ex-officio
status and full
elected as chair, that the vice
education programs have received full the Subcommittee on the Role and
voting
rights
for
deans;
keepiAg
president for academic affairs be the
Function of Academic Council were
approval of the State Board of
Academic
Council's
functions
as
permanent vice chair, that there be a
asked by Interim Vice President for
Education following six years of
outlined
in
Section
5
of
the
Academic
Academic Affairs Karl Vogt to prepare provision for adding faculty from the
curriculum revision and one year of
Charter; and allowing a three-fifths
larger colleges and that council be a
a·final proposal on the role of council
program review in response to new
override vote by Faculty Senate of
freestanding committee as opposed
for action at the Jan. 26 meeting.
state standards for preparation of
Academic Council's
to a Faculty Senate committee, with
teachers. Dr. Sandra Packard, dean of Vogt's request followed a lengthy
recommendations. Council members
the senate being granted a threediscussion of the subcommittee's
the College of Education, later
were
opposed to adding more faculty
fifths override vote on any Academic
recommendations.
reported to the board on the state
representatives
and were opposed to
Council recommendation.
The subcommittee, including Ors.
evaluation.
having
a
faculty
member as chair.
Following discussion, a "straw
Kendall Baker, arts and sciences,
Olscarrip also reported that the
vote" was taken on each of the
Richard Bowers, health, physical
School of Technology has been
subcommittee's recommendations,
education
and
recreation,
Melvin
accredited by the National
revealing that council l'T!embers favor
Hyman,
speech
communication,
and
Association of Industrial Technology

Teachers become students
during computer workshop

Research office has
graduate services

Academic Council

PUT IT IN WRITING. MONITOR is continuing to
accept "opinions to the editor" from faculty, classified
and administrati\'e staff for publication in a
·-commentary" section the last Monday of each month.
T~o~ghtful pieces on any issue facing the University
are tn\·1ted. All commentaries submitted.must be signed, typed and double-spaced. Those which introduce a

Faculty input sought
as charter revision begins
A timetable ha~ bee~ set a!1~ work
has begun ~n completing rev1s1ons to
the Aca_dem1c Charter as requested
by President Olscamp l_ast fall.
Dr: Betty van ~er Sm1ssen, h~alth,
phys!cal education <_1nd rec~eat1on,
who 1s the curre~t v1c~ ~hair of
Facult_y Senat~, 1s c_hamng the
committee _w_h1ch will oversee the
charter rev1s1on, scheduled to be
complet~d by the end of the current
academic year.
. .
Currently under study are revisions
r~o~mende~ by Olsca~p, who has
h1ghl1ghted his sugg_est1ons and
reasons for change in several
addresses to the faculty and the
Faculty Se~a_te. Olscamp has
proposed g1vmg the faculty. through
the Faculty Senate, the primary
responsibility for academic programs
at the University; placing all terms
and conditions for employment into a
single Faculty Handbook, and
incorporating all University policies
and procedures into a manual
separate from the official University
governance document.
Copies of the president's proposed
charter revision, including a summary
of the changes and a cover letter
which explains the intent of the
revisions, are available from any
Faculty $enator or from the
department chair in those
departments which are not directly
represented by a senator. A copy also
is on reserve in the Jerome Library.
In addition to van der Smissen, the
committee which will have primary
responsibility for the charter revision
includes Joanne Martin-Reynolds,
educational curriculum and
instruction; Dr. Jack Greene
psychology; Dr. Harvey Donl~y.
accounting and MIS; Dr. Shirley
Langham-Johnson, educational
foundations and inquiry; Marilynn
Wentland, speech communication; Dr.
John Bentley, music performance
studies; Evron Collins, library; Dr.
Ronald Olsen, Firelands; Everett
Gallagher, undergraduate student,
and Karen Aldred, graduate student.
The members of that committee are
working closely with two charter
revision subcommittees on academic
programs and the faculty handbook
to complete their task.

The academic programs
subcommittee has been charged with
studying charter revisions involving
~pproval of academic programs,
including the functions of Academic
Council, the Academic Policies
Committee of the Faculty Senate and
the Graduate Council. Members of
that subcommittee include or·. Audrey
Rentz, college student per:;;onnel,
chair; Dr. Park Leathers, accounting
and MIS; Dr. Vincent Corrigan, music
composition and history; Dr. Denise
Trauth, speech communication; Dr.
Melvin Hyman, speech
communication; Dr. Dennis
Lytle, business education; Karen
Washbush, undergraduate student.
and Beverly Baker, graduate student.

Florence Baird
dies in California

The forums, hearings and senate
discussions will take place during a
six-week period, van der Smissen
said, with the senate to vote on a
final document at its April 5 meeting.

Florence E. Baird, 82, a professor
emeritus of romance languages, died
Jan. 15 in Los Angeles.
She joined the Bowling Green
faculty in 1925, retiring in 1969, and
held degrees from both Bowling
Green and Ohio State universities.

The Faculty Handbook
Subcommittee is charged with
considering revisions which relate to
!acuity ~mployment, the suggested
mtegrat1on of those items into a .
Faculty Handbook and the process
for modification of the conditions
related to employment. That group is
chaired by Dr. Alice Heim
Calderonello, En~li~h, and includes
Dr. Wallace Terw1lhger, mathematics
and statistics; Dr. Roman Carek,
counseling and career development;
Dr. Roger Anderson, political science;
Dorothy Luedtke, health, physical
education and recreation, and Dr.
Ramona Cormier, associate provost.
Encouraging faculty to be active
participants in the charter revision
process, van der Smissen said faculty
are being asked to study Olscamp's
re~ommendations and to submit
wntten comments on the charter or
proposals for revision to any of the
c_ommittee or subcommittee members
hsted above or to any Faculty
Senator.
.

new topic for campus dialogue should be limited to the
range of 500-800 words. Opinions submitted in
response to a topic previously introduced must be
limited to the range of 350 words.
The deadline to submit entries for each month's
"Commentary" section is 5 p.m. on the 15th of that
month.

Faculty & Staff
Publications

Grants

Dr. Leslie J. Chamberlin, educational
administration and supervision, "The
Dawn of Robotation," an article in the
November/December 1982 issue of
"School and Community."

Dr. William B. Jackson, environmental
research and services, $2,100 from the
Roche Chemical Division to test
compounds as rodenticides. He also
received $6,462 from the Velsicol
Chemical Corporation to continue testing
a rodenticide.

Dr. Ray Laakaniemi, journalism.
"Electronic Newspaper Part Two:
Computer Retrieval Comes to the Small
Daily. Newspaper." an article in the July
1982 issue ot "Newspaper Research
Journal."
Dr_ John G. Merriam, political science
"Egypt Under Mubarak," an article in th~
January 1983 issue of "Current History," a
world affairs journal which for that month
is devoted to the Middle East, 1983.
Barbara J. O'Keefe and Dr. Pamela J.
Benoit, speech communication,
"Children's Arguments," in "Advances in
Argumentation Theory and Research "
edited by J. Robert Cox and Charles '
Arthur Willard and published by Southern
Illinois University Press, 1982.
Deborah Townsend, speech
communication, "Audiology in the
Educational Setting," in "Topics in
Childhood Communication Disorders,"
Vol. 1, 1982.
Dr. Doris Williams, home economics
"Parents and Education," a collegial t~xt
accepted for publication by Humanics
Press.

Recognitions
Mickey Cochrane, health, physical
education and recreation, received the
Medallion Service Award from NCAA in
December for contributions to lacrosse
while on the NCAA lacrosse committee
from 1975-82.
Dr. M. Lee Goddard, business
education, received the Distinguished
Service Award at the December meeting of
the Accrediting Commission of the
Association of Independent Colleges and
Schools. He also was re-elected to a
three-year term on the commission.

Faculty will have additional
opportunity for input in the revision
process at a series of open faculty
forums to be scheduled in late
February and early March and at
hearings on actual proposals for
Joan Gordon, WBGU-TV, has been
revision, both of which will be held
reappointed to the Ohio Educational
during the weeks when Faculty
Television Network Commission. She was
. orginally appointed to the commission in
Senate is actively discussing the
charter. Senate is expected to receive 1976 to fulfill an unexpired term and was
appointed to her first full term in 1978.
a proposal for charter revision at its
March 1 meeting.

Following senate approval of a
revised charter, the document will be
submitted for full faculty approval in
mid- to late-April. If approved, the
charter will be presented to the Board
of Trustees at its May meeting.

Opportunities in Cooperative Education
. T_he following positions are available to graduate and undergraduate students (as
indicated) through the cooperative education program.
Faculty_~nd staff who know of students who might be qualified and interested in
these P~~1t1ons '."re urged to refer those students to cooperative education. 372-2451.
The pos1t1ons will i:>e posted in _MONITOR on a monthly basis in an attempt to
encourage fac;ulty involvement in the cooperative education program.
Start Date
Organization
Major
Summer
Env. Studies
Northeastern Ohio Park
Biology & Geology (UG)
All Majors (UG)
Summer
Recreational Facility in Florida
Education Majors (UG)
Summer, Fall
Recreation Center in Cincinnati
Computer Science (UG (G)
Summer
Amherst Corporation
Summer, Fall
Banking Equipment Manufacturer Technical Writer (UG) (G)
Summer, Fall
Large Industry Man1.1facturing Co. Computer Science (UG)
Accounting & Computer Science
Northwest Ohio Company
(UG)
Summer
Computer Science (UG)
Summer, Fall
Large Rochester Corporation
Retail Majors (UGJ
Summer
Part-Time Retail Sales in Toledo
Electronic Technology (UG) (G) Summer
Public Utility in Mansfield

HPER sponsors
aquatics clinic
An internationally known clinician
will conduct an adapted aquatics
workshop on campus March 18, 19
and 20.
Sponsored by the School of Health,
Physical Education and Recreation
and coordinated by.Tom Stubbs
athletics, and Delores Black, he~lth,
physical education and recreation
'
the three-day workshop will be
directed by Louise Priest, executive
director of the Council for National
Cooperation in Aquatics. Priest
developed the "Adapted Aquatics"
text used by the American Red Cross.
Faculty and staff are invited to
register now for the sessions, which
will lead to certification as an
adapted aquatics instructor. Those
who_ ~articipate must be currently
certified as a water safety instructor
(WSI) or basic swimming instructor or
hold YMCA certification in the area of
55 or above.
For further information contact
Stubbs at the Student Recreation
Center (372-2711).

Beryl Smith, financial aid and student
employment. $19.849, the University's
summer-fall 1982-83 supplement for the
Ohio Instructional Grant program which
provides grants exclusively to students
from low and moderate income families.
Dr. Eldon Snyder, sociology, $2,986 from
the American Heart Association to
analyze the psychosocial factors
associated with adherence to an adult
fitness program and help determine why
some individuals prefer sedentary
lifestyles and others decide to become
ph~s!cally active, and lo assess why some
md1v1duals adhere to vigorous exercise
programs once they are adopted while
others discontinue them.

Presentations
Dr. Pamela Benoit, speech
communication. presented a paper on
"The Naive Social Actor's Concept of
Argument" at the national convention of
the Speech Communication Association i:i
Louisville in November.
She also presented "SCA Seminar
Series: Argument in Interpersonal
Settings" at the convention.
Dr. Beth Casey, Center for Educational
Options, moderated a panel discussion,
··Modern literary Theory and Institutional
Practice," at the Modern Language
.
Association convention in Los Angeles on
Dec. 29.
Dr. Steven Hood, speech
communication, presented a paper on
"Stuttering Therapy for the School Aged
Stutterer" at the Milwaukee Teacher's
Education Association Convention in
Milwaukee, Wis., Nov. 4.
Dr. Kathleen Howard-Merriam and Dr.
John G. Merriam, political science.
individually presented ··income Generation
Policies for Rural Moroccan Women" and
"Labor Displacement and Moroccan Rural
Development: A Comparative Analysis,'' at
the Middle East Economic Association
meeting in New York City Dec. 28-30.
Both also participated in the
lntern~tional Oil Conference sponsored by
the Middle East Economic Association.
Dr. Sooja Kim, home economics, and
graduate student Nancy Caldwell jointly
presented a thesis research paper on
"'Food Consumption Practices of
Independent-Living Elderly" at the
Gerontological Society of America's 35th
annual scientific meeting Nov. 19-23 in
Boston.
Dr. Briant H. Lee, speech
communication, conducted a workshop
'
..Getting Started in
Empirical/Behavioral/Experimental
Research in Theater," at the Region Ill
East. American College Theatre Festival
Jan. 8 at Indiana University, South Bend.
Dr. Terry Parsons, Student Recreation
Center, presented "Teaching Update:
Physical Education. 1982" at the
Northwest Ohio Education Association inservice day Oct. 18. He also gave a
presentation on "What Research Tells The
Coach" at the Wood County Non-Teaching
Coachs' Workshop in August.
Dr. Maurice Sevigny, art. has been
appointed a reviewer for a new
professional journal to be published by
the Un•ted States Society for Education
through Art. The journal will be dedicated
to the study of multi-cultural and crosscultural research in art education.
Sevigny's term as reviewer will extend for
three years.

.
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THE LETTERMEN-LIVE. With more than 6.000
concerts and 50 albums to.their credit. The Lettennen
are coming to Bowling Qr~en.
The Alumni Assoeiation will host the singing group,
popular since the 1960s, in two concerts on the evening of Friday, May 6. Tickets are on sale now for both 7
ana IO p.m. concerts, to be held in Kobacker Hall of

the Moore Musical Arts Center. All tickets are priced at
SIO.
To order tickets. send a check (payable to the BGSU
Alumni Association) for S IO per ticket to: The Lettennen. Mileti Alumni Center. Orders should specify
whether tickets are desired for the 7 or IO p.m. performance.

APPLE tops list of computer
hardware currently on campus
The APPLE II microcomputer is by
far the most prevalent computer on
campus, but a variety of other
hardware also has been purchased by
offices and departments, and
Computer Services now has an
"inventory" of most of the hardware
and software on campus.
Computer Services recently
completed its inventory of
microcomputer hardware and
software on campus based upan
return of the questionnaire published
in the Oct. 25 issue of MONITOR.
According to Dr. Richard Conrad,
director of Computer Services, the
APPLE II is by far the most popular.
system, but also available are
Compulor, Monroe, Commodore,
Atari, Radio Shack and IBM personal
computers.
The most prevalent software
packages are Personal Filing System
(PFS) and VISICALC, but many
departments also have computerassisted instructional packages

Employment
Opportunities
CLASSIFIED EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNmEs
NEW VACANCIES
Posting Expiration Date: Monday, Jan. 31,
1983
1-31-1
Clerical Specialist
Pay Range 25
Auxiliary Support Services
1·31·2

Food Service Worker
Pay Range 1
University Food Operations
Nine-month, full-time

CONTINI IED YACANC!ES
Posting Expltation Date: Tuesday, Jan.
25, 1983
1·25-1
Clert 1
Pay Range 2
College of Education/EDAS
Tempor~ry part·time for three
months
1-25-2

1-25-3

1-25-4

•

Clerk 2
Pay Range3
Math-Science Library
Temporary part-tlme to May 6,
1983
Custodial Worker
Pay Range2
Technical Support Services
Laboratory Assistant
Pay Range 2
Biological Sciences
Permanent part-time
Grant-funded through 11-85

1•25-5

Stenographer 2
Pay Range 25
School of HPER/PEP Division
Nine-month full·time

1-25-0

Word Processing Specialist 2
Pay Range 26
University Placement Services

1-25-7

Clerical Specialist ·
Pay Range 25
Financial Aid & Student
Employment

which are specific to their discipline.
Conrad said LOGO, Pilot (Computer
Assisted Instruction programs),
Applewriter, Word Handler, Mailing
List, Educational Statistical Package
and Gradebook are a few of the many
programs being used. A number of
letter-quality printers also have been
attached to microcomputers which
are being used as word processing
units.
Conrad said the inventory revealed
that the Firelands campus has more
than 25 microcomputer systems,
including APPLE, Radio Shack and
IBM. Programs for word processing,
spread sheet analysis, mailing lists
and statistical analysis are being
used at Firelands, he said.
A copy of the results of the
computer survey, including a listing
of available systems and software
and the name and telephone number
of a contact person in each
department, can be obtained by
calling Dorothyann Strange at
372-2102.

Postal rates hiked
on bulk mail, books
Effective Jan. 9, the U.S. Postal
Service rates for third- and fourth·
class mail were increased.
The basic rate for pre-sorted bulk
third-class mail weighing one to
3.5708 ounces is now 5.2 cents per
piece. The rate for five-digit mail is
4.3 cents, and for carrier route 3.3
cents.
Third-class pre-sorted mall weighing
more than 3.5708 ounces but less
than a pound will be rated at 23.3
cents per pound at the basic rate;
23.3 cents per pound minus .9 cents
per piece at the five-digit rate, and
23.3 cents per puu11d 111i11us 1.9·cents
per piece for carrier route distribution.
Fourth-class rates, which are
applicable to books, printed music,
films, catalogs and other library
materials, have been increased to 35
cents for the first paund or fraction of
a paund_ Each additional pound or
fraction through seven paunds is 12
cents, and each additional pound or
fraction in excess of seven paunds is
seven cents.
Questions about the new mail rates
should be addressed to Jim Clemens,
coordinator of the campus post
office, at 372-2310.

AT-IT HOTLINE.
Faculty who need assistance from
the operations area are reminded that
they need only dial "2-MEND" to
contact a clerk who will help get
needed repairs underway.
The new special service number,
for faculty only, is not intended to
replace the normal channels of
service, but to assist_ faculty who do
not know whom to call to repart a
problem or deficiency in classrooms
or offices.
The number can be called
weekdays from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Pacul"'/Staff ·Positions
:Jhe following faculty positions have been ai;thorized:
Management Assistant professor. Contact Chan Hahn (2·2946). Deadline: Jan. 31,
1983
Philosophy: Assistant professor (anlicipated). Contact Donald Scherer (2·2119).
Deadline: Feb. 15, 1983

. '
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GRANT DEADLINE APPROACHES. Faculty are
, reminded that Feb. 7 is the deadline to apply for Faculty De\•elopment Grants.
Additional infonnation about the Faculty Development Grant program can be obtained from department
secretaries or from the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs.
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Exhibits

Thursday, Jan. 2 7

Photographs by Russell McKnight,
through Jan. 26, McFall Center Gallery.
Gallery hours are 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
weekdays and 2·5 p.m. weekends.
Environmental paintings by Cynthia
Bowers Fulton of Findlay, through Jan. 30.
Fine Arts Gallery, School of Art. Gallery
hours are 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays
and 2-5 p,m. weekends,
Works by Philip Wigg and'Charfes
Lakofsky, Sdlool of Art faculty,
Jan.30-Feb. 20, McFall Center Gallery.
Gallery hours are 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
weekdays and 2·5 p.m. weekends.

Library seminar on government
documents, 4:30 p.m., Room 126, Jerome
Library. Open to graduate students.
"Scarlet Empress," UAO film series, 8
p.m,, Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hall. Free.
"Cabaret '83," musical show featuring
tunes from blockbuster movies, 9:30 p.m.,
Grand Ballroom, University Union.
Admission'$2. Tickets can be reserved by
calling 372-2343.

Monday, Jan. 24
Open auditions for "Mockingbird,"
University Theater Production to be
staged March 16-19, 7 p.m., Joe E. Brown
Theater, University Hall. For more
information call 372·2222.
"The Captain of Kopenlck," German
film with English subtitles, 7:30 p.m., Gish
Film Theater, Hanna Hall. Free.
Fiction reading by Dr. Gordon Weaver,
prize-winning author from Oklahoma State
University, 8 p.m., 515 Life Sciences Bldg.
Free.

Tuesday, Jan. 25
Faculty Senate, 2:30 p.m., McFall Center
Assembly Room.
Open auditions for "Mockingbird,"
University Theater Production to be
slaged.March 16-19, 7 p.m., Joe E. Brown
Theater, University Hall. For more
information call 372·2222..
Collegiate Chorale, 8 p.m., North
Building Theater, Firelands College.

\Vednesday,Jan. 26
Academic Council, 1:30-3 p.m., Alumni
Room, University Union.
Economics Colloquium Series: Dr. Dean
A. Neumann, mathematics and statistics,
will discuss "Arrow Theorems In and Out
of Economics," 2:30 p.m., Room 203,
Education Bldg.
Library seminar on the OCLC Public Use
Terminal, 4:30 p.m., Room 126, Jerome
Library. Open to graduate students.
Ba&ketball..vs..Westem Michigan, 8 p.m.;
Anderson Arena. For ticket information
contact the Memorial Hall ticket office,
372-2762.
"Yentl da camera," 8 p.m, Bryan
Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Free.
"Cabaret '83," musical show featuring
tunes from blockbuster movies, 9:30 p.m.,
Grand Ballroom, University Union.
Admission $2.. Tickets can be reserved by
calling 372-2343.

Friday, Jan. 28
Hockey vs. Illinois-Chicago, 7:30 p.m,,
Ice Arena For ticket information call the
Memorial Hall ticket office, 372-2762.
Symphonic Band, 8 p,m., Kobacker Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.
"Richard Pryor Live on the Sunset
Strip," UAO film series, 8:15, 10 p.m. and
midnight, 210 Math-Science Bldg.
Admission $1,50 with University l.D. Two
tickets can be purchased with one l.D,
"Cabaret '83," musical show featuring
tunes from blockbuster movies. 9:30 p.m.,
Grand Ballroom, University Union.
Admission $2. Tickets can be reserved by
calling 372-2343.

Task force studies computers in liberal education
It will probably be some time
before Bowling Green students must
pack a personal computer with their
belongings when they come to
campus, but the chances are good
that in the near future students who
enroll in the College of Arts and
Sciences will be encouraged to learn
something about computers before
they graduate.
A task force which is presently
assessing the issue of "computer
literacy" as it applies to liberal arts
students has been formed in the
college, and Dr. Kendall Baker, dean,
says he believes that when that
committee completes its work, some
steps will be taken to provide future
graduates of the arts and sciences

college with a systematic opportunity
to gain some understanding of what
computers can and can not do in
their respective disciplines.
Dr. Elmer Spreitzer, sociology, has
been appointed chair of the task
force, which for the remainder of this
semester will be attempting to define
the minimal levels of computer
consciousness and proficiency that
arts and sciences students should
acquire. The task force will also try to
identify appropriate means to meet
·those needs, including ideas on the
content for the courses to be offered,
methods for staffing those courses,
and equipment needs and costs_
Noting that in today's society the
computer is at the heart of nearly

Hockey vs. Illinois-Chicago, 7:30 p.m,,
Ice Arena. For ticket information call the
Memorial Hall office, 372-2762.
"Richard Pryor Live on the Sunset
Strip," UAO film series, 8:15, 10 p.m. and
midnight, 210 Math-Science Bldg.
Admission $1.50 with University l.D. Two
tickets can be purchased with one l.D.

Sunday, Jan. 30
Artists' reception for Philip Wigg and
Charles Lakofsky, 2-5 p.m., McFall Center
Gallery.
Oboist John Bentley and flutist Judith
BenJley, faculty recital, 3 p.m., Bryan
Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Soprano Ann Corrigan, faculty recital, 8
p.rr.., Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center. Free.

Monday, Jan. 31
Auditions for "You Know I can't Hear
You When the Water's Running,"
University Theater production, 7 p.m., 405
University Hall. For more information call
372-2222..
"The Lord of Bannbed:," German film
with EngliSh subtitles, 7:30 p.m., Gish Film
Theater, Hanna Hall. Free.
HamiHon Jordan, White House Chief of
Staff during the Carter Administration, will
discuss "Until the Year 2000-What
America Faces," 8 p.m., Grand Ballroom,
University Union. Admission charge is 50
cents.

APPLE II: Friday, Feb. 18, Room 330,
Math-Science Bldg.
APPLE WRITER II (Part 1)-Word
Processor for APPLE II: Friday, Feb.
25, Room 330, Math-Science Bldg.
TV EDIT (Editor of DEC-2060):
Friday, March 4, Room 330, MathScience Bldg_
Those who participate in either the
Introduction to GIGI Graphics or the
TV EDIT sessions should have some
prior knowledge of the DEC-2060.
Additional seminars to be offered
this semester will be announced by
computer services at a later date.
.

Monitor
Monitor is published weekly for
faculty and staff of Bowling Green
State University. The deadline for
submission of material for the next
issue, Monday Jan. 31, is 5 p.m.
Tuesday, Jan. 25.
Editor: Linda Swaisgood
Editorial Assistants: Betsy Blake and
Deborah Schmook
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Saturday, Jan. 29

Seminars introduce seven computer topics
Seven seminars on various aspects
of computing have been scheduled ·
for faculty, staff and graduate
students for the early part of spring
semester.
All seminars are scheduled to meet
from 1:30-3:30 p.m. on the days listed
below, and advance registration is
required. Registrations can be
completed by contacting the
secretary in Room 238, Mathematical
Sciences Building (372-2102) between
9 a.m. and noon and 1·3 p.m.
The following classes are
scheduled:
Introduction to Computer Facilltles:
Friday Jan. 28, Room 330, MathScience Bldg.
Introduction to the APPLE II
Microcomputer: Tuesday, Feb. 1,
Room 102, West Hall
Introduction to the DEC-2060:
Friday, Feb. 4, Room 330, MathScience Bldg.
Introduction to GIGI Graphics on
the Dec·2060: Friday, Feb. 11, Room
330, Math-Science Bldg.
PFS (Personal Fiiing System) for

Bowling Green State University

A task force in the College of Arts and Sciences has been charged with
determining whether computer literacy should be considered a generic skill
within the context of a liberal education. Dr. Elmer Spreitzer, sociology, is
chairing that group, which includes faculty from a broad area within the
college.

every activity, from making motel
reservations to conducting scientific
research, Baker said, "I do not see
how we can say we are providing a
well-rounded education for our
students if we fail to provide them
with the opportunity to learn about
the computer."
The College of Arts and Sciences
has the respansibility for providing
that education, he added, because
"we traditionally are the place where
students learn about their heritage,
and there is no doubt that the
computer is part of our heritage
today. We insist now that our
students become competent in
English, mathematics and similar
basic skills; I think we should also
encourage them to acquire a basic
understanding of computers so that
they can function effectively in
society."
. Baker said his intent is not to
require every student in the college to
master the intricacies of computer
programming or to complete a
computer science major or minor.
"What we are saying is that it would
be a disservice to our students not to
provide them with some experience
as computer users and some
exposure to the related social and
ethical issues," he said.
Baker has suggested to the task
force that any course or courses that
arts and sciences students might
elect to become "computer literate"
should include some direct use of
computers, an analysis of issues
such as the present and potential
impact of computers upon society in
general and occupations in particular,
information on the dangers of misuse,
and sensitivity to problems of
security and privacy of personal
information.
Although the task force and its four
subcommittees have just begun their
work, Spreitzer noted that the stud}'
will basically focus on what Bowling

President outlines plans to meet state
subsidy· cuts, restore budgets
President Olscamp told members
of the Faculty Senate last Tuesday,
Jan. 25, that despite the state's
current uncertain financial picture,
money is being allocated this week to
partially restore University operating
budgets and to enhance the
University libraries' acquisitions
budget.
Olscamp told the senate that the
chancellor of the Ohio Board of
Regents has told the state's
university presidents to prepare for a
five percent reduction in state
subsidies sometime in the next few
months, which for Bowling Green
would represent a cut of about $1.86
million. But pointing to what he
described as a "windfall" from the
state and detailing some new budget
practices which he will initiate,
Olscamp said the University will be ,
able to sustain a cut of that size
while still enhancing the operating
and library budgets.
Income projections for the current
fiscal year, as of Jan. 13, 1983, total
$68.5 million, roughly $800,000 more
than had been anticipated last July
when an educational budget was

adopted for 1982-83. Olscamp said
the "windfall," most of it in the form
of increased state subsidy, combined
with operating budget funds for the
current year which had been held in
reserve and a contingency reserve of
$750,000, has left the University with
$2.1 million in what are, at present,
"unallocated funds."
It is from that $2.1 million that
$100,000 will be allocated to the
libraries and $225,000 to nonacademic University operating
budgets in an attempt to restore
purchasing pawer in those areas.
Academic operating budgets also
will be restored from funds. obtained
through personnel savings_ These
savings, totaling $180,000, have been
generated through non-replacement
of personnel, turnover during the
academic year, and replacements of
faculty and staff at salaries lower
than budgeted. A total ot $130,000
from the personnel savings will be
used to restore academic operating
budget cuts made in January 1982.
The remaining $50,000 will be used to
meet those operating budget needs
identified as most critical by the vice

president for academic affairs and
academic deans in consultation with
directors and department chairs.
Additional expenditure obligations
for the remainder of this fiscal year
which will draw upon the $2.1 million
reserve include $200,000 for
unanticipated utility (electric) rate
increases, $60,000 in costs for the
supplemental retirement program,
$100,000 for graduate assistant fee
waivers, $55,000 for publication
expenses, and $70,000 for
emergency/essential needs. Those
obligations, together with the library
and operating budget commitments,
total $810,000:
Reaffirming his intent to revise the
University's budgeting processes,
Olscamp said some "unanticipated"
costs, along with those which
traditionally have been funded at midyear from the contingency reserve,
will not be funded in that manner in
future years. He said budgets will be
allocated based upon realistic
Continued on page 2

Green's College of Arts and Sciences
should be doing to provide its
students with basic computer literacy
and consciousness.
"We will be discussing what the
term computer literacy means in the
context of general education and
making a determination of whether
computer literacy should be
considered as a generic skill,"
Spreitzer said.
One of the problems involved in the
study, he said, is that no one is really
certain about the types of computer
instruction that students are
presently receiving in courses other
than computer science. "Many of our
faculty throughout the college are
using computers in their own
research, and we simply do not know
how much of what they are doing is
being carried over into their
classrooms," Spreitzer said. "It may
well be that graduates of some
undergraduate programs are already
computer literate."
Those faculty who are already
familiar with computers will likely be
involved in teaching any formal
course or courses on basic computer
applications in the arts and sciences,
Baker said, adding that he does not
believe encouraging computer literacy
among arts and sciences graduates
will place an unneccessary burden on
the computer science department,
which already is hard-pressed to meet
heavy instructional demands.
"I do not foresee us teaching highly
technical computer science courses
to all arts and sciences students.
Rather, I would like us to enable
students to gain a more general
understanding of computers, and I
believe we already have some faculty
in departments and schools other
than computer science who can
provide this kind of exposure," he
said.
"Those faculty who are now
working with computers could be
asked to assist in a faculty
development program through which
more faculty would be trained to
teach specific courses," he added.
Baker also acknowledged the need
for more faculty in the computer
science department, saying that the
task force may well find a way to
ease the burden for that department.
Both Spreitzer and Baker agree that
a primary problem in achieving
computer literacy within the college
will be acquiring the equipment
needed to give hands-on computer
experience to arts and sciences
students; they emphasized that
before a recommendation can be
made on what equipment is needed,
some kind of inventory of what
already is available should be
completed.
"We may find that we have more
than enough microcomputers and
terminals seattered across the
campus to meet our needs," Baker
said, "and then we will have to find
some way to share those resources
so they best benefit our educational
mission."
Emphasizing that nothing the task
force recommends will be necessarily
adopted within the college, Spreitzer
said the group will be considering the
needs of arts and sciences students
who are pursuing a liberal education
in the classic sense of the word as
Continued on .,.ge 2

